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Alligators Someone of profound influence has launched a verbal attack or spread 

gossip that is hidden and dangerous. (Big mouthed) 

Baby, birthing New gift, purpose, new responsibility (age; sex; name). 

Bathrooms Cleansing place, whether internal-toilet, or washing off – shower. 

Being chased or 

chasing 

Feeling threatened, unsafe? Fears, running from confrontation? An 

enemy coming or could be God chasing you. Note emotions. 

Clocks or 

Watches 

Timing, alert. Is there a time? 

Death, Dying Normally not literal. Symbolic, something is ending for new beginnings. 

What kind of death? Pray for protection. 

Dogs and cats Friendship, loyalty, protection. Negative-if growling or biting. Cats-

negative could be occultic. 

Doors Opportunity, portal, entrance. Change is coming. 

Falling Fear of losing control or lack of control. 

Fighting Conflict, struggling, anger, fears. 

Flying Dreams Rise above problems, situations, and ability to soar into the heavenly 

realm.  

House (s) Aspects of individual life. Past, present or future. Whose house are you 

in? Rooms? Look at specific activities & circumstances. Who is in the 

house? 

Lost Purse or 

Wallet 

Feel loss of Identity, purpose, or favor or treasures and looking for 

identity or purpose. 

Money Favor, provision, blessing. 

Naked or 

exposed 

Vulnerability, transparency 

Nightmares Often frequent with children or new believers. Generational enemies. 

Trying to create fear to run from gifts of God. 

Past 

relationships 

Enticed to go back to old patterns. Who is it? May indicate a need to 

renew your former desires and godly passions for good things 

Relatives – alive 

or dead 

Generational. Discernment needed for blessing or curses. Someone 

‘relative’ to you. 
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Schools Taking a test, seeking guidance, classes retaken opportunity to pass; 

what kind of school? High School? College? School of the Spirit. 

Shower dream Cleansing off.  

Snakes Accusation, lying, attacks. These include, spiders, alligators 

Storms Positive or negative; can be blessings or demonic attack. Warning of 

something coming that can bring destruction. Or restructuring time of 

change coming.  

Teeth Have to do with understanding and/or ability to process. What is the 

condition? Which tooth? 

Vehicles Life, ministry, going from one place to another; type of vehicle? What 

the dreamer is doing, created to do, or current purpose in life 


